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Abstract 

This master’s thesis analyses nature representation in Rockstar Games’ video game Red Dead 

Redemption 2 (2018) by examining the game’s various features, ranging from spatial 

narratives, game mechanics to its themes. The theoretical foundation of this thesis is based on 

previous research on nature representation in video games, and the themes of Westerns. The 

analysis is illustrated with the use of screenshots taken to support the arguments made. 

The findings of this thesis show how Red Dead Redemption 2 depicts nature and civilization 

as separate entities, the latter seeking to overcome the former via industrialization and the 

modernization of society, thus paralleling historical developments in the late 19th century 

United States. Cities are then antithesis of nature both in terms of space and values. Nature is 

associated with respite, freedom, frontier spirit and survival while industrialized areas are 

restrictive, hectic, inhospitable, and polluted. These associations can be seen for example in 

how non-playable characters engage in deeper conversations, bonding emotionally when 

traversing nature with the protagonist Arthur Morgan. In these contexts, nature functions as a 

safe space. 

The features associated with nature and civilization draw from the themes present in the genre 

of Westerns, which possess a nostalgic and wistful remembrance of the Old West. The 

narratives of the Old West – rugged survival, impactful nature, and the man vs. nature narrative 

– are found in Red Dead Redemption 2 as well. Hunting and survival are at the core of the play 

experience. Legendary animals roam the wilderness and can be hunted down for unique 

rewards, something akin to exploitation of nature. However, Red Dead Redemption 2 highlights 

the importance of nature conservation, for instance through the native American character 

Charles Smith with whom Arthur Morgan confronts two poachers send to kill a herd of bison. 

In the end, it is the player’s own decision how they want to approach hunting.  
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Tiivistelmä 

Tässä pro gradu -tutkielmassa analysoidaan luontorepresentaatiota Rockstar Gamesin 

videopelissä Red Dead Redemption 2 (2018) tutkimalla pelin monipuolisia ominaisuuksia, 



 
 

kuten tilan narratiiveja, pelin eri mekaniikkoja ja pelin teemoja. Työn teoreettinen pohja 

perustuu aikaisempaan tutkimukseen luontorepresentaatioista videopeleissä ja 

lännenkertomusten teemoista. Analyysiosiota on kuvitettu pelistä otetuilla kuvakaappauksilla, 

jotka tukevat argumentointia. 

Opinnäytetyö havainnollistaa, kuinka Red Dead Redemption 2 esittää luonnon ja sivilisaation 

erillisinä kokonaisuuksinaan, joista jälkimmäisenä mainittu uhkaa valloittaa toisen 

teollistumisen ja yhteiskunnan modernisaation kautta, heijastaen 1800-luvun loppupuolen 

Yhdysvaltojen kehitystä. Kaupungit ovat luonnon vastakohta sekä tilallisesti että myös 

arvomaailmaltaan. Luonto assosioidaan levon, vapauden, pioneerihengen ja selviytymisen 

kanssa, kun taas teollistuneet alueet ovat rajoittavia, hektisiä, vieraannuttavia ja saastuneita. 

Nämä assosiaatiot tulevat ilmi esimerkiksi siinä, kuinka ei-pelattavat hahmot keskustelevat 

syvällisistä asioista ja rakentavat emotionaalisia siteitä päähenkilö Arthur Morganin kanssa 

luonnossa kulkiessaan. Näissä konteksteissa luonto toimii turvallisena tilana. 

Luonnon ja sivilisaation kanssa assosioidut ominaisuudet ovat saaneet vaikutuksia 

lännenkertomuksista, jossa vanhan lännen nostalgia ja kaipuu ovat vahvasti läsnä. Vanhan 

lännen narratiivit – karu selviytyminen, vaikutusvaltainen luonto sekä ihminen vs. luonto- 

narratiivi – ovat myös löydettävissä Red Dead Redemption 2- pelissä. Metsästys ja 

selviytyminen ovat pelikokemuksen ytimessä. Legendaariset eläimet vaeltavat 

kesyttämättömässä luonnossa, ja niitä voi metsästää saadakseen uniikkeja palkintoja. Tämä 

mekaniikka voidaan osittain heijastaa luonnonriistoon. On kuitenkin huomioitava, että Red 

Dead Redemption 2 myös korostaa luonnonsuojelun tärkeyttä esimerkiksi tehtävässä, jossa 

Arthur Morgan ja Amerikan alkuperäisasukas Charles Smith kohtaavat kaksi salametsästäjää, 

jotka on lähetetty tappamaan lauma biisoneja. Loppujen lopuksi on kuitenkin pelaajasta 

itsestään kiinni, kuinka hän lähestyy metsästystä.  

 

Avainsanat: videopelit, luonto, luonnon representaatio, lännenkertomus, ihminen vs. luonto 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine nature representation in the video game Red Dead 

Redemption 2 (2018) by Rockstar Games through the analysis of spatial narratives, themes, 

interactions, and associations given to natural and industrial spaces in the game. This thesis 

aims to answer three questions: firstly, how do the virtual spaces in Red Dead Redemption 2 – 

in relation to nature – include dynamic features such as non-playable characters, narratives, 

and interactions. Secondly, what do these representations communicate about the themes of the 

Westerns, a genre which Red Dead Redemption 2 is part of? Lastly, how are these themes and 

narratives constructed within the game itself? To gain an understanding of these features, I will 

analyse several aspects of Red Dead Redemption 2 – from spatial narrative to thematic matter 

– in order to construct an approach that can address the varied representations of nature in the 

game. 

Previous research on nature representations in video games is multifaceted, detailing how for 

example exercise games feature environments and nature spaces, which environments are 

favored more by players, and whether having environmental themes in video games is an 

effective method of raising awareness. The relationship between nature and video games can 

be seen as being the opposites of each other, as the latter is a virtual, human-constructed space 

that physically isolates a person from real nature. Then again, the definition of nature can also 

include human-made spaces, and video games may teach players about nature and the 

environment. Moreover, video games as a form of new media can be an effective platform for 

advocating environmentally conscious ideas. 

Structurally, this thesis includes a literature review in which previous studies on nature are 

discussed and contextualized in regard to the thesis analysis. The analytic framework details 

the framework for the analysis, and the methods through which the analysis is achieved. The 

analysis itself aims to study Red Dead Redemption 2 through multiple angles, each contributing 

to the overall themes and representations of nature. The discussion and the conclusion 

summarize the findings and comment on possible future research.  
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2. Literature review 

Studies about nature in videogames include several areas of focus. Environmentalism and 

conservation of nature form one of these focuses (Bainbridge, 2010; Saxton Brown, 2014), and 

within these themes, topics such as detachment from nature (“indoorisation”) have been 

addressed, for example, by Öhman et al. (2016.) There are many types of video games, and in 

each installment, nature is depicted in more or less similar or differing ways. These are common 

attributes associated to this ‘video game nature’, such as anthropocentric purpose (Saxton 

Brown, 2014, p. 387) as well as realism and gamifying the ways in which people can interact 

with outdoors, even to a pedagogical extent (Öhman et al., 2016).  

In relation to nature and the outdoors, research has been done on the effectiveness of simulated 

outdoor sports. These exercising video games such as Wii Fit (released in 2007), and Ring Fit 

Adventure for Nintendo Switch (released in 2019) combine physical exercise with the virtual 

elements of video games, thus gamifying exercise. The appeal of these exergames emphasizes 

having fun and engaging in exercise from home without the need of going to a gym, while also 

presenting an alternate form of gaming which differs from a physically stationary style of play. 

The benefits of exergames have been studied extensively and it has been concluded that they 

provide an enjoyable physical experience which in turn has been argued to help in the 

establishment of “good healthy habits” (Öhman et al., 2016, p. 287) especially in children.  

Exergames have also been presented as one type of a teaching aid which focuses on developing 

students’ health and fitness (Öhman et al., 2016). In a study examining the ways in which 

exergames affect students’ relationships with nature and environmental commitment, Öhman 

et al. (2016) specify how many exergames include activities that take place outdoors, such as 

paddling and cycling, and how this type of content invites the player to take into consideration 

the ways in which natural phenomena such as wind and waves affect their play performance 

(pp. 285–286). This “collateral learning” (as cited in Öhman et al., 2016, p. 286) presents an 

opportunity for exergames to “communicate messages relating to what nature is, how it 

behaves and our relation to nature, and thereby potentially socialise the player in a certain 

direction with regard to attitudes and approaches to nature (Öhman et al., 2016, p. 286). It is 

argued by Öhman et al. (2016) that including immersive outdoor experiences into exergames 

(and thus removing the incentive from the player to actually go outdoors) is a step towards 

further detachment from nature and physical landscapes.  
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The video game Red Dead Redemption 2 which is analysed in this thesis is not an exergame, 

but it does share some similarities with them. If the purpose of exergames is to simulate outdoor 

activities as accurately as possible, then the hunting mechanic in RDR2 could be seen as a form 

of outdoor simulation as well. The only element missing which would make RDR2 an exergame 

– in what comes to hunting – is the requirement for the player to be mobile. All the other aspects 

of accurate outdoor hunting are present, such as the need to consider wind direction, concealing 

the player avatar’s scent from the animals, tracking the animal, using the most effective weapon 

to kill the animal, skinning the animal, and so forth. If the player is not familiar with hunting, 

the game on some level also socializes them to it.    

Öhman et al. (2016) discuss the concept of nature and how it is culturally defined. Its definition 

is dependent on how different groups in different time periods and contexts view the divide 

between nature and culture: for instance, the current industrialized society emphasizes nature 

as being “something very precisely located in space (e.g., a nature reserve)” (Öhman et al., 

2016, p. 287). There are however other factors that the definition of nature can take into 

consideration in addition to spatial definitions. A shopping center, while perhaps lacking in 

greenery and wild animals, still adheres to physical laws (gravity), human biology (fatigue), 

elements that form structures (metals), and how all these aspects are linked to one another 

(Öhman et al., 2016, p. 287). Rather than solely being a location which contrasts modern 

cityscapes, nature can be seen as fluid. Hence, in the study, Öhman et al. have defined nature 

as “the uncontrolled aspects of elements and processes that create our world” (p. 288).  

Öhman et al.’s (2016) definition provides a broader perspective in what comes to examining 

the representation of nature in video games. First, the way in which nature is present in the 

virtual world can make the player consider phenomena such as wind and gravity and how these 

may affect their play. Second, nature is not only present in the landscape’s flora and fauna, but 

also on a consequential level. The actions of the player have consequences: falling off a cliff 

may kill the avatar, ignoring the avatar’s needs may affect its health, and surprising situations 

such as a predator attack force the player to quickly adapt. Elements of collateral learning can 

manifest in these circumstances as well. While not literally occurring outdoors, the player can 

still learn through in-game events how to orient to various situations that nature creates.  

The natural and the cultural worlds are closely intertwined in open-world video games where 

the landscape is open for the player to explore. For instance, Grant Theft Auto V (GTA V) by 

Rockstar Games (2013) is at the centre of a player-created nature documentary Into the Deep 
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which focuses on the marine life in the ocean which is part of the game’s open-world space 

(Saxton Brown, 2014, p. 383). Into the Deep explores the sea while also documenting “signs 

of human-made environmental degradation” (Saxton Brown, 2014, p. 383). The documentary 

parallels the virtual ecosystem and environmentalism with “the unseen and unobservable 

causations and interactions that would be present in ‘real’ life” (Saxton Brown, 2014, pp. 383–

384). As Chang states, “games can offer a compelling way to reconcile a deep connection to 

nature and the nonhuman world with an equally important connection to technology and the 

virtual” (as cited in Saxton Brown, 2014, p. 384).  

There is however a conundrum in including environmentalist content into a product which is 

itself inherently exploitative of nature (Saxton Brown, 2014). As environmentally conscious as 

it can be on a narrative level, a digital game is still a physical product which consumes natural 

resources during its lifecycle. As a piece of “high-tech, high-energy electronics” (Saxton 

Brown, 2014, p. 385) video games consume electricity, oil, and plastic when they are made 

and used. Playing video games requires other pieces of technology such as computers, 

consoles, and game controllers, which are also products with an environmental footprint. 

Saxton Brown (2014) concurs with Öhman et al. (2016) that video games can lead into a 

“declining contact with the natural world” (p. 385) and to an alienation to actual environmental 

awareness. While Bainbridge (2010) does argue that environmentally focused game content 

can “sensitize users to problems of pollution, sustainability, and preservation of nature in the 

so-called ‘real world’” (p. 135) it should also be kept in mind how applicable ‘in-game 

environmentalism’ is in real world: in the context of a fictional setting, protecting nature may 

include nature spirits and magic, but in the ‘real world’ such powers are non-existent, and the 

dynamic of nature-culture is far more nuanced.  

However, this is not to say that environmentalist themes in video games are inherently 

hypocritical. Acknowledging the possible shortcomings of video games in what comes to 

signalling nature-positive messages is necessary. Therefore, it is only appropriate to next 

examine how previous studies have examined video games as an effective form of media for 

growing awareness to environmental matters. Saxton Brown (2014) reflects on this aspect: 

Indeed, the processes at the core of their simulation of nature might make games among 

the most powerful contemporary ways of reflecting upon environmental crisis. Because 

they incorporate the user’s activity into a system of ongoing processes that simulate a 

world, games might make an argument about environmental crises, offer opportunities 
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to reflect on the ethics of human/nonhuman relations in modernity, or create time and 

space for the contemplation of ways of being in the world [emphasis in the original]. 

(p. 387) 

Bainbridge (2010) conceptualizes how transferring ecologically damaging activities into a 

virtual world might help in finding a more sustainable way of life. Going one step further, 

Bainbridge (2010, pp. 147-149) speculates whether virtual worlds could become spaces where 

conspicuous consumption could occur, which might then lessen the need for it in real life. An 

example of a house and its décor is used to give an example of what this transfer could look 

like in practice: the house is a grand manor, decorated with valuables, luxurious furniture, and 

hunting trophies (Bainbridge, 2010, pp. 148-149). Instead of using real world resources in 

procuring these items, they exist virtually, and their owner may feel a sense of accomplishment 

when other players see how much wealth is on display, which in turn would affect the social 

status of the owner. More research on conspicuous consumption in video games and virtual 

spaces would be beneficial in assessing the merits of this concept. 

The virtual spaces of video games, especially the relationship between natural and cultural 

worlds, have been studied from the point of view of player preferences, meaning in what kind 

of landscapes players prefer to spend time. Truong et al. (2018) conducted a study which 

examines players’ preferred landscapes in the MMORPG World of Warcraft, their relationship 

to nature in real life, and their motivations to play (p. 1). The findings are assessed closely 

through a lens of “biophilia in a virtual context, that is, an attraction to virtual landscapes that 

are healthy and full of vegetation, when it has become difficult to reach such landscapes in real 

life” (Truong et al., 2018, p. 1). The participants in the study reportedly preferred landscapes 

with plentiful green flora, as well open spaces such as savanna and tundra, and the most 

common reason for playing WoW was escapism from daily life (pp. 8-9).  

Despite video games providing exposure to outdoor exercise (Öhman et al., 2016), giving 

engaging information on nature and landscapes (Saxton Brown, 2014), presenting an 

environmentally informed outlet for conspicuous consumption (Bainbridge, 2010) and being a 

means to escapism (Truong et al, 2018), it is generally agreed that despite all of these factors, 

video games cannot fully satisfy the need to be outdoors, nor can they replace the natural world. 

Video games are insufficient in creating a fully immersive, fully engaging and believably 

realistic simulation of the real world outdoors (Truong et al, 2018; Öhman et al, 2016), and 

themes of environmentalism as well as the issues of eco-disasters and the negative impact of 
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the cultural world on the natural have so far been featured in only simplified ways (Saxton 

Brown, 2014; Bainbridge, 2010).  

Denham and Spokes’ (2021) study on the virtual spatial experiences and their interconnection 

with non-virtual spaces of Red Dead Redemption 2 is one of the cornerstones of this thesis, as 

the study specifically focuses on the same video game which is analyzed in this text. Using 

Lefebvre’s spatial triad, Denham and Spokes (2021) portray how the virtual spaces of RDR2 

“evoke the same alienating forces of commodification and capitalism to which Lefebvre spoke, 

positioning open-world video games as both contested spatial experiences and opportunities to 

challenge spatialised inequalities” (p. 1567). The article discusses the social and historical 

context in which Red Dead Redemption 2 is set it, specifying how the shift towards an 

industrialized and capitalist world created turmoil and anxiety, and how these feelings are then 

communicated to the player through game world design (Denham & Spokes, 2021). The virtual 

space of the largest city in the game’s world is meant to feel alienating, off-putting and hostile 

towards the player whose avatar Arthur Morgan represents the past and the fading Old West 

(Denham & Spokes, 2021).  

The spatial triad constructed by Lefebvre in 1991 consists of “conceived space, lived space and 

perceived space” (as cited in Denham & Spokes, 2021, p. 1568). The conceived space is 

planned and structured by designers and planners, and the second space is the symbolic space 

which is experienced throughs semiotic meanings (Denham & Spokes, p. 1568). The third 

space is “a bottom-up set of initiatives and directions made by the inhabitants of a space” 

(Denham & Spokes, 2021, p. 1568). Lefebvrian spatial analysis can be utilized broadly, and in 

Denham and Spokes’ (2021) study, it was applied into a virtual space made by software 

developers and experienced by the players of the video game. The collected empirical data 

showcases that the players preferred the natural space of Red Dead Redemption 2 over the 

cultural cityscape which was experienced as oppressive (Denham & Spokes, 2021).  

While sharing similar framework of analysing virtual spaces, this thesis aims to provide a more 

thorough examination of the natural and cultural spaces and their relationship with one another 

in Red Dead Redemption 2. The virtual space of RDR2 is not a passive one, and it gives the 

impression that life within these spaces is independent from the player; it has its own 

inhabitants, themes and dynamics which occur whether or not the player is in direct contact 

with them. The focus of Denham and Spokes’ (2021) research was in the participant/player 
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experience, whereas in this thesis, there will be no participants and the focus will be directed 

solely to Red Dead Redemption 2.  

To better understand the Western genre, Carter’s (2014) study on the development, evolvement 

and socio-historical contexts of the said genre is relevant. As Red Dead Redemption 2 is a video 

game in the Western genre, its world by and large adheres to the narrative of the genre. In 

summary, Carter (2014) provides context through which the initial popularity and the eventual 

decline of the genre can be examined. Carter (2014) addresses how Western films and literature 

have been argued to possess a long history of traditionalist views about the history of the United 

States. The proposed trajectory of the genre development – from “the rudimentary simplicity 

(the silent era), towards formal, thematic and ideological coherence (‘classical’), and, finally, 

towards introspection, fragmentation and incoherence (‘revisionist’) – leading towards its 

demise (‘post’)” (Carter, 2014, p. 4) – is under scrutiny in Carter’s (2014) study and, according 

to him, it is not sufficient to describe the Western genre in its entirety.  

Carter’s (2014) study highlights how the genre of Western has developed and – unlike the 

timeline suggests – is still a valid and rich area for academic research (p. 224). Indeed, this 

thesis partakes in this research, however the purpose is not to offer a genre analysis of Red 

Dead Redemption 2 as a Western, but rather examine how the generic features are employed 

in communicating the specific meanings in RDR2. Unfortunately, Carter (2014) does not 

discuss the genre outside of Western cinema, but the key notions of the genre’s features, stories 

and themes still carry over to other forms of media, such as video games: the essence of the 

Western does not change.    

Lastly, studies and articles discussing nature in Westerns provide a solid grasp on how nature 

and environmentalist themes have been represented in Western cinema. These studies are 

valuable for this thesis because they combine the two analytical approaches of nature and space, 

and Western themes, in Red Dead Redemption 2. Walsh (2016) and McFarlane (2019) both 

outline the ways in which nature is often presented in Westerns: “as an awe-inspiring beauty, 

foreboding doom, [or] neutral to human suffering” (McFarlane, 2019, p. 49). In John Ford’s 

classic Western films nature is integral, monumental and emotionally loaded, and the 

cinematography of the films has influenced what is considered an iconic Western landscape, 

such as the Monument Valley (Walsh, 2016). McFarlane (2019), by examining Westerns 

filmed in Australia, demonstrates how the themes of Western – struggle of man against nature, 
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colonialism and imperialism for example – are universal, and are not tied only to the United 

States.  

3. Analytical framework 

The analytic framework provides a basis for the observations and interpretations presented in 

the main body of the analysis. Each segment introduces a key concept and demonstrates how 

it will be utilized in the analysis, and what connections can be made between the framework 

and the video game Red Dead Redemption 2. Out of the frameworks presented, spatial narrative 

and the features of contemporary Westerns are the most significant. Spatial narrative concerns 

with the representation of nature, and the elements of contemporary Westerns come forth in 

multitude of ways, oftentimes through spatial narratives.  

3.1. Realism and space in virtual worlds 

As technology and hardware available for game developers and consumers improve, the 

expectations towards the quality of video game graphics rise. While realism and detailed 

graphics are not a staple of an enjoyable game, the larger and more well-known video game 

development companies may advertise their new and upcoming games with their high-end 

graphics and immersive, almost life-like environments. Additionally, the quality of graphics 

and the visuals can affect a player’s decision whether they want to purchase the game (Hassan, 

2020). In recent years, a market for remastered games has also been on the rise. A remastered 

video game is a graphically enhanced version of an old game, updating its visuals and gameplay 

to improve it – almost to a realistic level. 

Realism has an especially crucial role in the genre of historical fiction. The world in which the 

story is set in includes references to real-world concepts, places, and events, and from these 

reference points the experience of realism is created. Of course, the accuracy of these reference 

points may vary, and in one way or another, the environment in which the events of the story 

occur “is often an adjusted version of the real world” (Eide & Schubert, 2021, p.187). When 

applied to video game worlds, these adjustments can for instance affect the scale of the game’s 

world. In an open-world video game such as Red Dead Redemption 2 distances between 

locations and the opposite corners of the game world have been made shorter than what their 

real-life equivalents would be. A horse ride from the southernmost tip of the map to the farthest 

northern location can be measured in minutes, whereas the equivalent journey from Texas to 
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the Appalachian Mountains would be measured in weeks. However, the shortening of distances 

has been compensated by making one in-game day last only 48 minutes in real time.  

Immersion into virtual worlds is also concerned with the realism of the said virtual world. 

However, these virtual worlds do not have to be situated only in known locations but can extend 

into imaginary worlds (Eide and Schubert, 2021, p. 195). In other words, a game can take place 

on an alien planet but still feel immersive and realistic. This can be achieved through other 

means than through familiar landscapes or detailed graphics. Shinkle (2020, p. 59) makes a 

distinction between “sensory realism” and “nonsensory cues, such as believable storylines and 

empathetic characters.” If the actions of the player are not acknowledged by the game, then the 

player’s immersion will deteriorate. Or, if the game world does not include interesting 

inhabitants who the player can learn to know and grow attached to, then the player’s emotional 

connection to the space might not be as strong. An immersive world includes consequences to 

the player’s actions. 

Modelling a virtual world for an open-world video game and enabling the player to discover it 

pertains the need for in-game maps (Domsch, 2019; Eide and Schubert, 2021, p. 197). Maps 

communicate the space of the in-game world and function as immersive and aesthetical 

navigation tools (Eide and Schubert, 2021, p. 197). In practice, these maps can for example 

pinpoint areas of interest, portray how the game world might be divided and into what 

categories (such as biomes or factions), help the player situate themselves into the world, and 

distinguish the orientation of various locations in relation to one another. In other words, maps 

are a form of representational spaces and narrative markers (Domsch, 2019, p. 119). However, 

too much navigation aid can lead to the player not feeling immersed, as the game in this 

situation would not create an instance where the player themselves must learn how to navigate 

the world, and thus familiarize themselves into it fully (Balakrishnan & Sundar, 2011).  

3.1.1. Spatial narrative 

Immersion, characters and stories, and spaces, environments and maps, represent two different 

styles of narratives: sequence narrative for the former, and spatial narrative in the case of the 

latter. Sequence narratives such as films and literature “are conveyed through concrete 

narrative artefacts that usually name states and chronicle state changes” (Domsch, 2019, p. 

105). Spatial narrative – also known as environmental storytelling – consists of “stories which 

respond to alternative aesthetic principles, privileging spatial exploration over plot 
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development” (Jenkins, 2004, as cited in Domsch, 2019, p. 105). Domsch (2019) compares 

spatial narrative to detective work, discussing how the player must deduce the story behind the 

narrative of the space they have entered by using clues placed into the space by the developers 

of the game. Spatial narrative is often non-linear and “relies on the player to associate disparate 

elements and interpret as a meaningful whole [and] fundamentally integrates player perception 

and active problem solving, which builds investment” (Worch & Smith, 2010, as cited in 

Domsch, 2019, p. 109). 

In his analysis of spatial narrative, Domsch (2019) provides examples of various narrative 

structures and elements to be found within spatial narrative. Evocative spaces construct the 

narrative by referencing existing conceptions of spaces that the player has (Domsch, 2019, p. 

106). Domsch (2019) uses the video game Lord of the Rings: Conquest (Pandemic Studios, 

2009) as an example of evocative space. The video game is set in locations which are visually 

recognizable if the player has watched Peter Jackson’s film trilogy, but the narrative occurs 

from the point of view of a common soldier instead of the famous main characters (Domsch, 

2019, p. 107). Visual cues are heavily utilized in evocative spaces to construct a narrative when 

the player assembles “elements/signs in a spatial relationship that then reveals a 

temporal/causal relationship” (Domsch, 2019, p. 108).  

Spatial narrative in other terms enriches a video game’s narrative, setting, backstory, mood and 

themes. While spatial narrative may occur on a smaller scale, such as in a single isolated 

location or an artefact the player can discover, it may also encompass visual elements that as a 

whole, are pivotal to the narrative of a video game. The entirety of space in which the game 

occurs may respond to the player’s choices through visual landscape clues (Domsch, 2019, p. 

111), such as the faster spread of plague-carrying rats in the city of Dunwall in Dishonored 

(Arkane Studios, 2012) if the player favors lethal and chaotic measures instead of stealth and 

nonlethal methods when dealing with enemies. Such environmental storytelling is a defining 

feature of ‘Cause and Effect games’ where the “player’s indirect influence [emphasis in the 

original]” (Domsch, 2019, p. 112) evokes responses in the spatial narrative. 

Spatial narrative also includes embedded narratives, which Domsch (2019) classifies to be “all 

kinds of explicit narrative content that a player encounters while navigating the world of a 

videogame” (p. 113). Embedded narratives such as letters, conversations with and between 

NPCs, diaries, news outlets and messages, expand on the main narrative of the video game as 

well as its worldbuilding, and can contain meta-narratives on the events that have happened 
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the world (Domsch, 2019, p. 113). For example, in Mass Effect (BioWare, 2007) the player 

can listen to news broadcasts when visiting the Citadel which report on the missions the player 

has completed in various locations around the galaxy.  

3.2. Themes and stories of the contemporary Western 

The Western carries within itself a potent essence of nostalgia. The concept of ‘the Old West’ 

harbors themes and stories of tradition, individualism, progress, frontier spirit, nation-building 

and brave pioneers taming the untamable nature (Carter, 2014; McFarlane, 2019; McVeigh, 

2007; Walsh, 2016). The myth of the West and Westerns has re-emerged in contemporary 

media after its previous decline due to mass production of said media, its outdates values, 

exclusionary narrative representation, and the development of the socio-cultural context 

especially in the United States (Carter, 2014; McVeigh, 2007). McVeigh (2007) alludes that 

the re-emergence of the Western into present day popular consensus in the US was partly due 

to “political anxiety” (p. viii) which developed after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.  

McVeigh (2007) addresses how Westerns produced post- 9/11 communicate wistful yearning 

for simpler times and the rise of American patriotism, as well as liberty and the gritty survival 

of an individual against oppression represented by one form or another. Revisionist currents 

are present, as well as criticism of the genre’s outdated, exclusionary norms (Carter, 2014; 

McVeigh, 2007). In some ways, it could be said that the current issues in our modern world – 

climate change, political polarization, social and economic disparity and most recently the 

COVID-19 pandemic – paint the past which the Old West symbolizes in a nostalgic light. With 

reference to McFarlane’s (2019) article on nature’s representation in Western, it would be 

accurate to state that the conflict of man vs. nature is the ‘simplest’ form of struggle, without 

political complexity, information machinery or socio-economic ramifications. This form of 

conflict comes down to the simple fact of ‘survive or perish’ escapism from modern struggles. 

On the opposite spectrum of the contemporary Western narrative, the state of modern struggles 

is made visible. There are no clear heroes and villains, no black-and-white morality, and no 

plain right or wrong judgements. One of the examples of these types of narratives is the film 

Unforgiven (1992) which “represents a throw-down against the traditional values of frontier 

mythology [and] ideology that has for centuries preached a heroic version of history” (Carter, 

2014, p. 115). Consequently, Carter (2014) argues, “Westerns are seen, not so much as 

nostalgic for a simpler past, an ‘escape from modern troubles’, or necessarily ‘social 
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propaganda’, but, rather, as actively critical of the industrial–capitalist present [emphasis in the 

original]” (p. 117).  

The two aspects of contemporary Westerns are used in this thesis to understand the interplay 

of the nature-culture dynamic in Red Dead Redemption 2. The game includes simplistic 

survival as well as experiences of ostracization from the rapidly industrializing world of the 

19th century. These two sides divide the game world into wilderness and civilization, but the 

player can maneuver in and between these spaces and interact with them. Moreover, it becomes 

apparent in the analysis how the wilderness bears connotations to freedom, respite, and 

adventure, while civilization constitutes tight spaces, pollution, strife, and inequality. Dangers 

are of course present in the wilderness, yet they are still far removed from the complexity of 

the modern world. As a multimodal product, Red Dead Redemption 2 portrays these aspects 

through its narrative, spatial construction, and atmosphere. Both the player and the protagonist 

are made to feel out-of-place in cities, while welcomed into the open wild.   

3.3. Multimodality 

In the virtual space of a video game, information and content are communicated to the player 

in a multimodal way. Visual, textual and auditorial cues direct the play experience, narrate a 

story, teach the player how to play, and immerse them into the world of the video game. Some 

video games also involve kinesthetic modalities, for example by making the game controller 

vibrate in the player’s hands in a specific context, such as when signaling that there is a hidden 

secret in the environment. All of these features make video games multimodal products and 

approaching Red Dead Redemption 2 with multimodal analysis in mind will assist in 

understanding how nature is represented in all of the elements of the game.  

Elleström’s (2021a) outlined media modalities and modes add to the multimodal scope of the 

analysis. Elleström (2021a) presents four types of media modalities: “material modality, the 

spatiotemporal modality, the sensorial modality and the semiotic modality” (p. 44). 

Approaching the examination of nature’s representation in Red Dead Redemption 2 will 

consider these four media modes. Meanings and player experiences in the game are always 

created multimodally. Exploring the environment and discovering a unique location can by 

itself be exciting, but having multimodal features attached to the location – for example a letter 

that the player can read – adds to the experience. Through textual and semiotic modes, the 

location gains a narrative through for example embedded narratives. For example, Red Dead 
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Redemption 2 includes a compendium which functions as an information bank on animals, 

people and items present in the game.  

3.4. Subjective and objective experiences 

Each player is different. Therefore, it is important to consider that the interpretations made in 

the analysis of this thesis are subjective on a certain level, as only one person is conducting the 

analysis. However, that is not to say the analysis lacks objectivity. Red Dead Redemption 2 – 

as well as any other media – seeks to construct experiences and convey moods, emotions, and 

themes. The elements of the game are constructed to provoke identifiable and describable 

responses in players, such as sadness and wistfulness after the protagonist Arthur Morgan dies 

alone, on the dawn of a new day, the last thing he sees is the sun rising in the horizon. In other 

words, the various facets of Red Dead Redemption 2 have been constructed with a desired 

reaction in mind: player reactions emerge in interaction with the media.   

 

4. Description of materials and methods 

Red Dead Redemption 2, developed and published by Rockstar Games on October 26, 2018, is 

an open-world video game set in the historical time period of the end of the nineteenth century 

United States. The plot follows Arthur Morgan – a member of the outlaw Van der Linde gang 

– on his journey of survival, morality, and redemption. Relentlessly pursued by the law, the 

gang and its leader are still holding onto the ideals of the Old West and navigating the turmoil 

of the societal change in the modernizing new world. Red Dead Redemption 2 is a prequel to 

Red Dead Redemption (Rockstar Games, 2010). Both games also include online versions set 

in the same milieu, with Red Dead Online (2018) being released alongside Red Dead 

Redemption 2.  

Structurally, Red Dead Redemption 2 is divided into six chapters and an epilogue where John 

Marston becomes the protagonist after the death of Arthur in the end of chapter six. The 

analysis in this thesis is focused on the six chapters and the character of Arthur Morgan. As 

Red Dead Redemption 2 is a game massive in scope and content, the analysis does not provide 

a fully extensive and thorough discussion of every aspect of the game world, the characters, or 

the story. Instead, the analysis seeks to provide detailed discussion on individual topics and 

discoveries meaningful to the analytic framework as well as show how multifaceted the game 
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is. With reference to subjective and objective experiences, screenshots of the game will be 

incorporated into the analysis whenever relevant to support the arguments made.1  

5. Analysis 

As a form of new media, video games contain various possibilities for analysis and academic 

study. This thesis aims to provide a point of view that takes into consideration the mechanic 

and multimodal aspects of Red Dead Redemption 2, the thematic features of its narrative and 

themes, the construction of realism and immersion of the game world, and the player’s position 

and experiences within this world. Artificial space – how nature has been recreated as 

realistically as possible in the virtual world – is a focal point in this analysis. Spaces are used 

to create moods, and these moods affect the player experience, communicate and emphasize 

themes, and immerse the player into the game world. Red Dead Redemption 2 is a story-driven, 

open-world video game set in the times of the dying Old West when the late nineteenth century 

United States was transitioning from frontier lifestyle to a capitalist, industrialized society. The 

time period and the effects of this societal change are also interwoven into the game world and 

the contrast between nature and urban spaces is stark.  

Undoubtedly, each component of the presented focuses would offer plenty of material for a 

study of their own. What this thesis will attempt is finding the connecting element that forms 

these components into a whole. Furthermore, if one component – for example how realism is 

constructed in the game – was left out, the analysis might not be able to discuss a holistic view 

which all these components work together to create. Herein lies both the intrigue and the 

challenge of analyzing a video game. As each component can be said to be equally important, 

how should the analysis be structured? At first, it could be said, there must be a framework – a 

constructed space – where the story takes place. On the other hand, a story with universal 

themes – such as change and sacrifice – can be situated in almost any kind of setting.  

For the purposes of this particular thesis, the analysis will begin by first examining the 

mechanic and later focus on the thematic. The analysis introduces the broader concept of space 

and realism in video games in general, and then focuses on how these aspects are done in Red 

Dead Redemption 2. To support the findings of the analysis, screenshots of the video game are 

included in the text. These screenshots are especially important when discussing the subjective 

and objective experiences of the player. They are also used to provide visual material that the 

 
1 The use of video game screenshots in scholarly texts falls under fair use (Lastowka & Ogino, 2014). 
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reader can reference to gain an accurate depiction of the game world as it was intended to be 

viewed.  

After establishing the physical environment, the analysis will then move on to examine the 

mechanics that occur in the environment, such as the survivalist elements which include 

hunting, weather conditions and managing the player avatar’s – Arthur Morgan’s – health. 

Another significant mechanic in the game are horses which are the main means of 

transportation within the world of the game. Besides horses, there are other animals such as 

domestic pets and livestock. Lastly, the analysis transitions to a discussion about the genre of 

Western and in what ways Red Dead Redemption 2 adheres and/or contradicts it in terms of 

nature representation.  

5.1. Physical spaces and environments 

The world map of Red Dead Redemption 2 is divided into five states: Ambarino, New Hanover, 

Lemoyne, West Elizabeth, and New Austin. The ‘sixth state’ in the game is the tropical island 

of Guarma, but this space is restricted and is only available during a shorter chapter in the story. 

The player cannot travel to Guarma before this story section, and they cannot return there 

either, therefore the island is not considered a part of the main area of the game world. There 

are also other smaller locations that are story-constrained and available only during specific 

story missions. These special locations – especially the island of Guarma – situate the story 

and the characters into unfamiliar settings and by doing so, emphasize the uniqueness of these 

spaces.  

Each of the five states draws inspiration from the geographies, landscapes, and cultural 

histories of the real-world United States. In this description, which is available in Red Dead 

Wiki, Ambarino is described as follows:  

Fight the elements and meet the mountains head on in the vast and rugged landscape of 

Ambarino. Journey through the snow, see glaciers and powerful geysers, hunt bears 

that roam the Grizzlies or enjoy the blue waters of Calumet Ravine (“Ambarino,” n.d.) 

New Hanover – which includes the mining town Annesburg and the antagonistic, Deliverance-

inspired outlaw gang known as the Murfree Brood who kidnap and murder locals – is provided 

the following description: “[t]he diverse state of New Hanover is a land of sprawling plains 

and forests, perfect for hunters and herbalists. Outside the mining towns and oilfields, untapped 
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nature waits” (“New Hanover”, n.d.). Lemoyne, which is located south of New Hanover, is 

presented in Red Dead Wiki as a diverse state, and the player is encouraged to “[e]njoy the lush 

meadows and southern climate of Lemoyne's countryside, or take in the lights in the cultural 

city of Saint Denis. That's if you make it through the foreboding marshland and Bayou Nwa 

(“Lemoyne”, n.d.). Lemoyne includes the industrialized urban city Saint Denis which is the 

capital of the region.  

West Elizabeth and New Austin are located in the western side of the game world. West 

Elizabeth has the shortest description of the five states which simply presents the state being 

“[c]ivilization in all its glory” (“West Elizabeth”, n.d.). The town of Blackwater – which is also 

present in the first game Red Dead Redemption – is going through rapid modernization and is 

the capital of the state. The lumber town of Strawberry is the smaller of the two towns and lies 

to the north of the region. New Austin is the southernmost area in Red Dead Redemption 2 but 

is not accessible for most of the game. If Arthur attempts to cross the border between West 

Elizabeth and New Austin, he will immediately be confronted by bounty hunters and killed on 

sight because of a failed bank robbery the Van der Linde gang attempted in Blackwater right 

before the evens of Red Dead Redemption 2. New Austin is described as “the last real outlaw 

country. Where the old ways still hold true” (“New Austin, n.d.).  

5.1.1 New Austin and Annesburg – the Old West and the New West 

Geographically, New Austin closely resembles the terrains of Arizona, New Mexico, and 

Texas, with the flora of the state being a combination of these real-life equivalents (“New 

Austin”, n.d.). Mexican influence in place names, language, architecture, and cultural diversity 

is also present in the area, and the main sources of industry are oil production, railways, farming 

and ranching (“New Austin”, n.d.). In both installments of Red Dead Redemption, New Austin 

is sparsely populated. Hardships such as outlaw gangs and a cholera epidemic negatively affect 

the development of the region (“New Austin”, n.d.).  

The description of New Austin as “the last real outlaw country” (“New Austin”, n.d.) upholds 

the traditional aspects of the Western genre where the sweeping desert landscape has an iconic 

role and from which Western films are known for. The arid orange-hued deserts of 

southwestern United States are synonymous with the mystique of the Old West and gunslinger 

myths. In the first Red Dead Redemption game, the majority of the events take place in New 

Austin and in the Northern parts of Mexico. Only towards the end of the story this iconic 
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landscape is left behind for a moment. In Red Dead Redemption 2, the player is able to revisit 

New Austin (Figure 1) and the familiar locations that make an appearance, such as the small 

desert town of Armadillo.  

Because of the iconic reputation of New Austin and its traditional roots in Western 

cinematography, it is therefore notable that for the majority of Red Dead Redemption 2 the 

state is completely inaccessible without the use of exploits while the player is playing as Arthur 

Morgan. New Austin is only available in the epilogue where the player assumes control of John 

Marston, the protagonist from the first Red Dead Redemption game, or when playing the online 

multiplayer Red Dead Online.  

 

Figure 1. The desert landscape of New Austin (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The inaccessibility of New Austin as Arthur Morgan can have many explanations. Excluding 

an area that even the game itself presents as a cradle of Old West characteristics could have 

been done to avoid repetition, or to make the epilogue of Red Dead Redemption 2 come across 

as nostalgic as the player returns to the familiar, now graphically more impressive area from 

the first game as John Marston, the protagonist of the first game. For the players who have 

experienced Red Dead Redemption, revisiting New Austin can be a significant moment. 

Withholding access to the area also separates the two protagonists from each other. Arthur 

Morgan does not enter the area that is connected to and associated with John Marston. While 

Arthur has access to all the other areas in the game, New Austin is only accessible for John.  
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Connecting the most iconic Western landscape with a character the player does not play nearly 

as much as with Arthur Morgan creates a commentary of the disappearing Old West and the 

growing presence of the New West. Dissociating Arthur Morgan from the desert landscape 

directs more focus on the expansion of industrialization that is taking place on the eastern parts 

of the game world. In these parts, the spreading of urban civilization at the expense of forests 

and wildlife is something that the player can experience directly while exploring the open world 

game space. For example, the player can encounter a scene in the woods of West Elizabeth 

where an area of the forest is being cut down by the Appleseed Timber Company. Choosing to 

interact with the foreman of the lumber camp gives the player a series of quests where they can 

assist the foreman and the workers (“Appleseed Timber Company”, n.d.). Eventually, the 

lumber camp will be abandoned after the company has cut down most of the trees in the vicinity 

(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. A deforested area cut down by the Appleseed Timber Company (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

The fading presence of the Old West and what it culturally and socially represented – the 

frontier spirit, individualism, and freedom – is a central theme in the Red Dead Redemption 

games. This theme is the very first aspect of the game shown to the player who has started 

playing RDR2. On a dark background, while solemn music plays, a text written in cursive 

states: 
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By 1899, the age of outlaws and gunslingers was at an end. America was becoming a 

land of laws… Even the west had mostly been tamed. A few gangs still roamed but 

they were being hunted down and destroyed. [emphasis in the original] (IX LANCER 

IX, 2018)  

After the segment, the player witnesses the Van der Linde gang struggling in a blizzard, 

escaping the law into the mountains. With some of the gang members dead and supplies 

running low, the atmosphere in the first hours of gameplay is melancholic. The characters in 

other words are experiencing first-hand the consequences of the societal shift at the end of the 

19th and the beginning of the 20th century. This historically significant time period is present 

in Red Dead Redemption 2 in almost every aspect, for instance in the plot and the ways in 

which the natural and urban spaces have been constructed, and how the circumstances in these 

spaces affect the lives of those characters who inhabit them.  

A fitting example of the cost of industrialization on both nature and the local population is the 

coal mining town of Annesburg, which is on the eastern edge of the game world. Red Dead 

Wiki describes the town in bleak terms: 

A mining town established by German settlers who discovered the rich coal seams in 

the surrounding hills. The surrounding countryside and waterways are sooty and 

polluted from the mining operations which have been running for almost a century. 

(“Annesburg”, n.d.) 

Thick columns of black smoke rise from the mine without interruption (Figure 3), and the 

surrounding water is heavily polluted with oil and garbage, which has caused all the fish to die 

(“Annesburg”, n.d.).  
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Figure 3. The mines of Annesburg (Image: Unwinnable) 

In terms of the main story, the dreary town is featured towards the end of the main storyline of 

Red Dead Redemption 2 when the Van der Linde gang is desperately seeking for yet another 

safe location for their camp. The introduction to the area is oppressive from the very beginning: 

on their initial scouting mission to the forests surrounding Annesburg, Arthur and Charles – a 

native American member of the gang – face an antagonistic and sadistic outlaw group known 

as the Murfree Brood. Arthur and Charles free a kidnapped young woman from a dark and 

horror-filled cave that the Murfrees use as one of their bases (“Annesburg”, n.d.). Later, Arthur 

meets a widower Edith Downes and her son, who are suffering from financial ruin caused by 

Arthur’s violent debt collection from Edith’s husband previously in the story (“Annesburg”, 

n.d.). Witnessing the downfall of the Downes family is a concrete turning point in Arthur’s 

morality and the establishment of his redemption. It was also Edith Downes’ husband who 

infected Arthur with tuberculosis which, in the end, results in Arthur’s own demise.  

As a space, Annesburg embodies the worst effects of industrialization on the environment and 

the people who live and work in the factories and mines. Red Dead Wiki describes the 

population of Annesburg as sickly, and the guard personnel who oversee the mines are 

immediately hostile towards the player if they wander too close to the mine entrance 

(“Annesburg, n.d.). A possible player experience which is created by Annesburg and the 

knowledge of the looming presence of the Murfree Brood in the woods outside the town, can 

be that of entrapment. As the only location that offers a variety of services for the player, 

Annesburg is a necessary – and possibly an unpleasant – place to visit. The same pattern of 
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entrapment repeats in another industrialized location which is the urban city of Saint Denis. To 

the south of the city is the swamp of Bayou Nwa which harbors another antagonistic group 

known as the Night Folk who attack travelers – and the player – in the darkness of night (“Night 

Folk”, n.d.). From this point of view, these circumstances have forced the inhabitants of these 

areas to locate into Annesburg. The housing in the town is in a poor state, the houses of the 

mine workers and their families built monotonously similar and covered in soot and mud.  

Unlike other more developed towns in the game, Annesburg lacks stables where the player can 

maintain their horses. The lack of animals in general in the town is due to pollution. The region 

itself – the easternmost region of New Hanover called Roanoke Ridge – is severely affected by 

capitalist exploitation caused by companies that have begun operating in the area. In addition 

to the ruined waters and the smog-filled air of Annesburg, a small village of Butcher Creek is 

struggling with environmental hazards caused by pollution. The inhabitants of the town are 

misled into believing that their troubles are caused by a curse, but if the player accepts a quest 

to investigate the issue, it will be discovered that ‘the curse’ is actually caused by lead and 

arsenic poisoning from a leakage in the mines into the water supply (“Butcher Creek”, n.d.). A 

representative of the party responsible tries to trick the inhabitants into signing a legal 

document that would absolve the Roanoke Fuel Company from being responsible (“Butcher 

Creek, n.d.), but the player can prevent this and reveal the truth.  

Having a clear separation between the nostalgic Old West of New Austin and the spreading 

wave of industrialization of the New West in the eastern parts of the game world adheres to the 

notion of yearning for ‘simpler times’ in what comes to Western as a genre (Carter, 2014). On 

the other hand, New Austin has its own issues with outlaws and harsh circumstances. In terms 

of comparison, the role of nature in these two areas is completely different. In New Austin – 

or in the context of the Old West – nature still has a dominant, powerful impact on the area and 

people who live there. The forces of industry have not yet spread into New Austin the way they 

have in the east. In Annesburg, the power dynamic between nature and humans is the exact 

opposite. Companies have built mines that benefit from the exploitation of the environment 

and have caused irredeemable harm to it. Man-made suffering such as poisoned water supplies, 

unhealthy air and deadly working conditions also harm the people themselves. The cost of 

industry is embodied in Annesburg and Butcher Creek, while the struggle of man over nature 

is still in its earlier stage in New Austin without a clear outcome yet determined.  
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However, the virtual space of Annesburg is not in a static state of what comes to enduring the 

pollution of the environment. While the majority of the non-playable characters in Annesburg 

do not display agency, there is one character who assumes an active role in protesting against 

the mining industry. This character – a Scottish scientist Malcom MacIntosh – can be 

encountered in Annesburg, preaching for ethical use of science and for protecting the 

environment (“Malcom MacIntosh”, n.d.). If the player chooses to interact with him, 

MacIntosh will sell a book “Hopes for the Future” in which he details the ideals of 

environmental protection, rights of the workers and the ways in which industrialization abuses 

both (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. A book “Hopes for the Future” given to the player by a non-playable character 

Malcom MacIntosh, who preaches: “We are killing this land. Killing it with greed. Killing it 

with science.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

Spatially, New Austin and the Annesburg regions are far apart from one another – the open 

plains of New Austin contrast the cramped living conditions of the polluted mining town. The 

old and the new exist simultaneously on the opposite corners of the game world, reflecting the 

societal shift occurring during the historical context that RDR2 is set in. Through NPCs, the 

societal issues of this shift become apparent, while the spatial construction of the nature in both 

regions exemplifies the toll that the shift forces on the environment. 
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5.2. Maps and Arthur’s journal 

In open-world video games, maps are a vital aspect of the player experience. Maps help the 

player navigate, understand the space in which the game takes place, and immerse themselves 

into the world through exploration (Balakrishnan & Sundar, 2011; Domsch, 2019; Eide & 

Schubert, 2021). Figure 5 displays the entire map of the world of Red Dead Redemption 2, 

while Figure 6 features a closer look of the in-game map on which Arthur Morgan has written 

notes and sketched small markers that depict points of interest the player has found while 

exploring. 

Figure 5. The entire map of the in-game world of Red Dead Redemption 2 (Image: Mapsland) 
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Figure 6. Arthur’s markings displayed on the map (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The feature of Arthur’s notes and drawings that he marks down while exploring (Figure 6) is a 

notable example of immersion: the player feels that they are discovering the world and having 

these discoveries memorized down into the map they use to navigate. The personalized style 

of Arthur’s handwriting and sketches humanizes an otherwise mechanical – even a static – side 

of the game by documenting player exploration, filling the map according to where they have 

been, and creating one-of-a-kind markers for unique locations. Furthermore, Arthur and John 

have different handwriting. In the epilogue where John inherits Arthur’s map, all future map 

markings are distinguishable from Arthur’s, adding an additional layer of immersion and detail 

into the open world map.  

Alongside the map, Arthur Morgan also writes about the events and locations into his personal 

journal. The journal includes Arthur’s own thoughts about plot points and the journey of the 

Van der Linde gang. The journal contains notes on events that have happened in the past which 

contextualize the situation the gang finds itself in. Arthur continues to write and draw in his 

journal throughout the game, and the player can view these entries at any time. The pages also 

contain more of Arthur’s drawings, of points of interest, plants, animals, and people. As with 

the map, the journal is inherited by John Marston in the epilogue, and he too will write and 

draw in it. Figure 7 displays how the handwriting and drawing skills of Arthur and John differ 

from each other.  
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Figure 7. Comparison of Arthur Morgan’s (above) and John Marston’s (below) sketches in 

the journal (Image: plightstar) 

The map and the journal are meta narratives which provide commentary on the events of the 

game from Arthur Morgan’s personal point of view and later, from John Marston’s. In his 

journal Arthur expresses feelings and doubts that he might not otherwise voice to other 

characters (Figure 8). Only the player (and John later on in the epilogue) have the opportunity 

to read Arthur’s journal entries. Through this meta commentary, Arthur’s characterization 

becomes multidimensional, existing on personal and impersonal levels. The other characters 

have their own perception of Arthur while the player is placed in a privileged position of having 

the chance to read Arthur’s journal and the thoughts within, which Arthur does not openly 

express to those around him. Other characters sometimes refer to the journal as something 

secretive, but are not given the opportunity to read it, or in other words, get to know Arthur on 

a closer, more personal dimension.  
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Figure 8. Pages in Arthur’s journal: “Dutch don’t seem too worried but I am beginning to 

have some doubts as to this wisdom in his intelligence”. (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The more the player explores the world of Red Dead Redemption 2, the more content there will 

be in Arthur’s journal. The journal is another documenting mechanic of the player’s progress, 

as is the map, yet on a more personal level. The content of the map and the journal add 

multimodality through character-dependent stylization of writing and drawings. Reading the 

journal has been designed to feel authentic within the game’s space. Interestingly, the nature-

culture dynamic in Arthur’s journal is centered mainly on nature and people, with less content 

being drawn of modern subjects such as factories, the streets of Saint Denis or infrastructure. 

The majority of the drawings which Arthur sketched are of animals and plants (Figure 9-10) 

which adds characterization to Arthur himself as a person who prefers nature over culture.  
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Figure 9. A drawing of a fox in Arthur’s journal (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 10. Sketches of a rat and a stork in Arthur’s journal (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The journal also gains significance from it being a personal artefact if viewed as a historical 

item within the world of Red Dead Redemption 2. It showcases what its owner thought as 

important enough to capture onto its pages. Animals, plants, landscapes and people are the 
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focus, which again is an example of the preference of nature over culture, or – in the historical 

context – the preference of the old world over the new world.  

5.3. Hunting and survival 

One of the most detailed game mechanics in Red Dead Redemption 2 is hunting and surviving 

in the wild. Many open-world video games have similar mechanics, and perhaps the most 

common reason for implementing a hunting mechanic to one extent or another is to offer the 

player the means to, for example, upgrade their character’s gear. Survivalist elements are also 

one of the methods to increase a game’s difficulty: not only does the player need to improve 

their playing skills, but they also need to have their character rest and eat and wear proper 

clothing for various circumstances, such as in cold weather. Saxton Brown (2014) presents that 

hunting mechanics are exploitative as the player can kill animals and harvest plants from the 

environment for self-gain. The role of nature in this context is passive, to simply offer the 

player the means to improve.  

Saxton Brown’s (2014) conclusion is true to an extent, if the video game does not include any 

mandatory survival elements and hunting is done only to gain purely cosmetic items such as 

new clothing. But hunting as a means to survive is a more nuanced circumstance. Surviving in 

it of itself is not exploitative; it is necessary. Humans hunt animals but so do animals 

themselves, and Saxton Brown’s (2014) anthropocentric viewpoint does not include reflection 

on this level. Hunting is the means to stay alive in nature. In other words, hunting is natural. 

The matter of exploitation is contextual; killing an animal for food is self-preservation but 

killing it for a trophy is not.   

Red Dead Redemption 2 follows a pattern of exploiting nature for self-centered purposes, to an 

extent. The player can use pelts and other animal-based resources to, for example, craft Arthur 

a new satchel that can fit in more crafting materials. Pelts of legendary animals can be turned 

into unique garments such as hats, gloves, coats, and accessories. There are also talismans made 

from similar resources which provide a boon for as long as it is worn by Arthur. Hunting and 

survival are interconnected with each other in the game. After killing a deer, it can be skinned 

for its valuable pelt, and parts of its carcass can be harvested to be cooked into foods which 

improve Arthur’s condition. These parts can also be used to craft various kinds of baits. But 

despite these features having exploitative relation with the nature of the game world, they also 

have depth and strategy to them that makes the dynamic between the player and the 

environment more nuanced and complex.  
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Hunting an animal in Red Dead Redemption 2 is methodological. While the player can resort 

to simply shooting the first animal they spot, the game presents incentives not to do so. 

According to the game’s hunting tutorial, if the player wishes to perform the kill as efficiently 

and methodically as possible in order to preserve the quality of the animal’s pelt, they will first 

need to study the animal with binoculars. Doing so provides information on the animal on a 

scale from one star to three stars, with three stars being the most valuable. Using binoculars 

also informs the player of the specific type of weapon that should be used for the cleanest kill. 

Second, the player would need to use Eagle Eye, a mechanic that displays the direction of the 

wind, possible animal tracks in the nearby area, and clues of the animal’s whereabouts. In 

Figure 11 the tracks of a three-star whitetail deer are visible in the Eagle Eye mode as very 

faint blueish-white lines.  

 

Figure 11. Tracking a whitetail deer (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Referring to the detailed aspects of the hunting mechanic it can be argued that hunting in Red 

Dead Redemption 2 is not completely exploitative, and its realistic elements – such as using a 

specific weapon for a specific animal and what kind of value the animal has – can even be 

interpreted as humane. If all animals were of the same value, the player might kill any animal 

with any type of weapon of their choosing. Having a specific weapon with which to perform 

the cleanest kill can be seen as an act of environmental consciousness and preservation. If a 

large animal, for example a moose, is killed by using a small-caliber revolver, the player must 

Deer tracks 

Information on the 

animal being tracked 
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shoot the moose several times while it tries to flee, prolonging its suffering. Felling the animal 

with one accurate shot spares it from enduring unnecessary pain. The animals can also defend 

themselves and their territory and attack the player, a feature which adds to the perceived 

agency of animals in the game. The agency of the player to use specific weapons for the 

cleanest outcome, however, is in the end their own choice.  

Nature itself is also not a static entity in Red Dead Redemption 2. The dynamic weather system 

presents circumstances to which the player needs to adapt. The effects of weather are visibly 

felt by Arthur as he shivers from cold rain while roaming the forests of Annesburg in the north 

of the map. Neglecting weather and climate-related issues such as the extreme temperatures of 

the desert and the snowy glaciers can result in suboptimal conditions for Arthur. If he is not 

dressed in clothes which the game describes as being warm and suitable for a cold climate, his 

health core will drain rapidly (“Weather in Redemption 2”, n.d.). Some locations in Red Dead 

Redemption 2 have weather events what can only occur in that specific location. These weather 

events – such as low-visibility dust storms in New Austin – can hinder the player as a 

consequence, which in turn ties the player into the game world in a tangible way. Weather is 

closely interwoven into the play experience.  

While the aspects of legendary animal hunting are anthropocentric in a sense that the incentive 

to hunt these animals is to gain crafting materials for outfits and satchels – as well as prestige 

from a trapper non-playable character who offers admiring comments when sold the pelt of a 

legendary animal – Red Dead Redemption 2 does portray responsible, ecologically sustainable 

hunting as well. Charles Smith, a native American member of the gang, invites Arthur to hunt 

bison on the plains of New Hanover. On their way to the territory Charles tells how his mother’s 

tribe respected the bisons and hunted them only when necessity demanded it (Figure 12). When 

arriving to the grazing area of the bisons, Charles expresses admiration for the animals (Figure 

13) and then instructs Arthur on how to effectively kill one of them. The supplies and materials 

collected from the dead bison (Figure 14) are presumably all utilized for the welfare of the 

gang.   
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Figure 12. Charles talks about his mother’s tribe’s relationship with the bisons: “It was before 

my time, of course, but my mother used to tell me stories of how her tribe moved with the 

bison.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 13. Arthur and Charles arrive at the herding grounds of the bisons, and Charles 

admires them: “Over there, you see them all? Incredible, aren’t they?” (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 
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Figure 14. Arthur skinning a bison. (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2)  

The mood of the mission shifts when Charles discovers bison carcasses nearby (Figure 15). 

These dead bison have been killed unnecessarily and left to rot, which sparks Charles’ anger. 

He and Arthur pursue the trail of slaughtered bison (Figures 15-17) and eventually discover a 

camp of two poachers. One of the poachers is hostile towards Charles, calling him with racial 

slurs, and the encounter escalates to a point where Charles shoots the hostile poacher and Arthur 

interrogates the remaining one, who reveals that they were hired by an unnamed party to shoot   

the bisons and make it look like it was the native Americans’ doing. The player can decide 

whether to let the poacher escape with his life, or kill him as well. 
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Figure 15. Charles and Arthur find the remains of poached bison. Charles: “No, look. Bison. 

Shot and left for dead, it looks like.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 16. Charles expresses his dismay over the poached bison while he and Arthur follow 

the trail of carcasses. Charles: “No, they’d been shot. I just don’t know why anybody would 

just leave them there to rot like that.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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Figure 17. Arthur and Charles confront the poachers, one of whom threatens them: “Yeah, we 

did. We shot them bison and we will shoot you too, if you don’t get.” (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

This mission directly commentates on the near extinction of bisons in North America in the 

19th century. Through Charles, the negative effects of excess hunting and the motivations 

behind it are presented to the player who is positioned to be on Charles’ side, as in, on the side 

of nature and conservation. Charles’ story about his mother’s tribe’s relationship with the bison, 

conservative hunting, and admiration for the bison frame the mission in a nature-centric way 

and communicate how hunting for sport in the game destroys the environment. The two 

poachers are further antagonized by having them provoke and insult Arthur and Charles. 

Colonization of the indigenous people of the United States is also addressed as the poachers 

reveal that they were paid to exterminate a herd of bison and frame native Americans for it.  

Interestingly, despite the framing of excess hunting of animals as destructive, Red Dead 

Redemption 2 does not prevent the player from needlessly killing any animals, not even the 

bison. As a matter of fact, in the first game Red Dead Redemption (2010) the player can hunt 

the American bison to extinction to receive an achievement “Manifest Destiny” (“American 

Buffalo”, n.d.). The dimensions of commentary and player freedom collide, as the message of 

conservation and the player’s ability to still kill animals as much as they want, contradict each 

other. Red Dead Redemption 2 directly responds to the player’s hunting methods: if Arthur has 
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hunted a lot, he can have a conversation with Mary-Beth where he confesses how he has been 

killing animals needlessly. These reflections are a potential response to the player’s own 

actions, yet they do not impose restrictions to their play style.  

The hunting mechanic in and of itself is exploitative. Red Dead Redemption 2 attempts to frame 

hunting as something necessary for survival of the people living in that time period. The 

mission with Charles and the discussion with Mary-Beth directly commentate on the 

immorality of excess hunting, yet the game also does not prevent the player from mass killing 

animals. In fact, the inclusion of legendary animals presents a hunting challenge for the player 

to overcome. The struggle of man versus nature is dominant in this aspect of the game. In terms 

of player agency, they are given freedom on how much and with what methods they hunt, but 

these choices reflect in the game’s honor mechanic for Arthur – conservative approach is 

rewarded with honor points while excess killing is signaled with dishonor points. The lower 

Arthur’s honor is, the worse ending he will receive, as well as which animals represents him: 

with high honor “a buck basking in the sun's rays, and with low honor, Arthur sees a black 

coyote in the rain.” (“Honor”, n.d). 

5.4. Animals 

The open world of Red Dead Redemption 2 is home to multitude of animals, including domestic 

pets, horses, cattle, prey, and predators. The animals are part of the dynamic open world, 

existing as a wholly realized part of it, and their relationship with the rest of the open world is 

realized through multimodal means, such as written information, NPC dialogue and direct 

interactions the player can have with them. Animals are not a passive part of the world of Red 

Dead Redemption 2 as many are given personalities, reputations, and emotional connections in 

relation to human characters and the player themselves. There are nearly 80 species of animals 

in the game as well as 15 legendary animals (“Animals”, n.d.).  

After encountering a new animal species, the player can study it with binoculars. Doing so adds 

an entry into a compendium of species, plants, collectibles, and items present in Red Dead 

Redemption 2. Figure 18 shows an entry of the American pronghorn doe and informs where 

they can be found, how to effectively hunt them, how many the player has killed, and to what 

purposes pronghorn skin and meat can be used. 
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Figure 18. A compendium entry of the American pronghorn doe (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

The compendium entry also enlightens the ecology of the world of Red Dead Redemption 2 

and situates the presence of herbivores, carnivores, domesticated animals, and pets into a larger 

whole. Altogether, the compendium, the gameplay and player’s agency multimodally 

communicate what nature is and the dynamics within. These are aspects through which Red 

Dead Redemption 2 portrays animals as part of the natural world.  

Player interaction with animals can occur in many ways and can be initiated by the player or 

the animal. When arriving to a cattle ranch called Emerald Ranch, a dog sometimes approaches 

Arthur while barking and wagging its tail excitedly. The player has the option to scold or praise 

the dog as well as to pet it. In Figure 19 Arthur is petting the dog while the game provides 

information on its breed and how it is utilized in ranching.  
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Figure 19. Arthur petting an Australian Shepherd at Emerald Ranch (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

Animals can also be seen interacting with each other without the player’s interference. Hawks 

and eagles catch fish from rivers, small birds perch on bison to eat small insects on their hides. 

Dogs guard settlements and warn the inhabitants of trespassers, and horses may detect a snake 

close by which causes them to become unsettled.  

From a gameplay viewpoint, horses are the most significant animals in Red Dead Redemption 

2 as they function as the main form of transportation within the game world. Without horses, 

the player would have to travel on foot or pay for a train or a carriage in order to travel longer 

distances. Horses have different statistical features (health, stamina, speed and acceleration) 

depending on the horse’s breed. These statistics represent how durable the horse is and how 

long it can gallop before tiring. Better horses become available to be purchased from the stables 

as the story of the game progresses, but the player can also tame wild horses – or steal horses 

owned by NPCs – to either sell them or use them as a mount.  

Horses can be customized to an extent at the stables (Figure 20). Horses can be named, the 

style and color of their mane and tail can be changed for a cost, new saddles can be bought and 

customized with saddlebags, blankets and stirrups, and horse provisions such as medicine and 

food are available for purchase. It is up to the player which horse or horses they want to own 

and ride as Arthur and which ones they wish to sell. In addition to statistical attributes, horses 
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can have distinct personalities that may or may not appeal to the player. For example, horses 

classified as war horses are braver and more durable, but they are slower to ride (“Horses”, 

n.d.).  

 

Figure 20. Viewing player-owned horses at the stables. (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

Players are encouraged to bond with their horse. A deeper bond improves the horse’s condition, 

and this can be achieved by riding, feeding and grooming it. These interactions of care are 

rewarded also by the game by granting positive honor points, whereas killing a horse – either 

wild, domestic or one owned by hostile NPCs – results in negative honor points (“Horse”, n.d.). 

As seen in the discussion on incentives and player agency, Red Dead Redemption 2 rewards 

actions that respect animals, but also does not prevent the player from hurting animals. Animal 

abuse is not forbitten, but it is portrayed as cruel and dishonorable, and antagonistic NPCs are 

often shown being cruel to animals. For instance, the horses ridden by the Murfree Brood are 

wounded and malnourished (Figure 21). Micah Bell – an opportunist who ends up betraying 

the Van der Linde gang – kicks and allegedly kills Cain, a stray dog cared for by the rest of the 

gang. (“Micah Bell”, n.d.).  
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Figure 21. An abused horse taken from the Murfree Brood and brought to the stables (Image: 

Red Dead Redemption 2) 

What comes to Westerns, horses are in an iconic position, journeying side by side with the lone 

gunslinger. There would be no cowboy without a horse. From a revisionist angle, McMahon 

(2010) discusses the portrayal of horses in Westerns, concluding that they are an emotional 

parallel to the main character, yet they are “marginalized […] roped, tied, hobbled, yoked, 

curbed, whipped or ridden until they drop” (p. 330). Despite the irreplaceable position of horses 

in Western imagery, they are not free, and McMahon (2010) connects the taming of wilderness 

and the taming of horses together; taming a wild horse to serve as a fast steed is admirable from 

the point of view of human characters, yet the horse itself is given no agency. In Westerns, 

horses are dominated by humans in a display of “mastery of self, of others, of land [and] of 

circumstance” (as cited in McMahon, 2010, p. 335). 

McMahon’s (2010) point of view scrutinizes the way in which horses are treated in Westerns, 

treating them as a marginalized group in the genre. Tompkins (1992) offers a similar revisionist 

viewpoint, commenting how, despite being present, horses are not seen. Horses “besides doing 

all the work in a literal sense, getting the characters from place to place, pulling wagons, 

plowing fields, they do double, triple, quadruple work in a symbolic sense” (Tompkins, 1992, 

p. 90). Considering the narrative of man vs. nature, Tompkins (1992, p. 93) argues that horses 
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are the link between man and nature, embodying the need to connect with nature, but in a form 

that can be controlled. 

 The statistically best horse in Red Dead Redemption 2 is the white Arabian which can be found 

in the snowy mountains of West Elizabeth (Figure 22). The in-game catalogue describes 

Arabians as “the finest horse a man could own” (“Arabian, n.d.) and the breed is classified as 

elite.  

Figure 22. The elusive white Arabian spotted through binoculars (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2). 

To get the Arabian, it must be tamed. The horse is extremely skittish and will run away from 

the player if it is approached too quickly, and it fights against the player when they attempt to 

break it. According to the viewpoint represented by McMahon (2010), breaking the white 

Arabian is an act of conquer and represents the player’s mastery of horses as they have 

successfully tamed the wildest and the best.  

In the struggle of man vs. nature, predators embody the dangerous and deadly side of the natural 

world in Red Dead Redemption 2. Wolfpacks and bears roam the mountain ranges and the 

uncharted forests, a cougar or a panther may ambush the player, and alligators are numerous in 

the Bayou Nwa swamps of the south (Figure 23).  Predators may also be hunted but they are 

far more dangerous and will defend themselves. At times, without provocation, a wolfpack 

may chase the player and their horse or the player may come across an NPC stuck on a rock 
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while being preyed by them. At times the player may hear dialogue from NPCs who tell tales 

of legendary beasts which can be hunted but at a far greater risk. In Figure 24 a hunter talks 

about a legendary panther which is one of the most dangerous animals in Red Dead Redemption 

2. 

 

Figure 23. An American alligator at night. (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 24. A hunter talking about a legendary panther: “Folk near Saint Denis tell stories of 

a panther, that roams the swamps out there.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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Creating a reputation for a dangerous animal such as the legendary panther personifies aspects 

of nature. In the man vs. nature narrative, a predator is often the main adversary, nature’s 

deadliness given a tangible, physical form. In Red Dead Redemption 2 these predators are 

present in the open world, but some do not appear until the player has chosen to complete 

previous hunting-related achievements. To be able to hunt the most dangerous animal – to 

survive the ultimate challenge nature has to offer – the player must first kill other predators to 

prove themselves. Predators and legendary animals are in other words mystified in stories told 

by NPCs, and the wild nature of these animals is apparent in their design and personification. 

Antagonizing predators is apparent and has been done by for example making the alligator’s 

eyes in Figure 23 glow red, and in the hostile behaviour or wolfpacks that do not hesitate to 

attack humans.  

From the perspective of nature-culture, the behavior of predators in Red Dead Redemption 2 

may from one viewpoint be a response to human expansion into their territories. The natural 

space for animals is shrinking due to rapid industrialization and the growth of settlements and 

cities. In adherence to the fabled frontier spirit of settlers, deadly predators that attack 

defenseless humans are the culmination of the struggle of man vs. nature and killing such a 

predator is a triumph. Through characterization and stories of the legendary predators, the game 

may portray attitudes which were present in the historical context of the game of what comes 

to wilderness, hunting and dangerous animals.   

5.5. The narratives of Western themes and nature’s presence 

Red Dead Redemption 2 is an immense video game where the narratives of Old and New West 

are present in the vast majority of its content. To examine these narratives while taking into 

account their multifaceted forms of representation, the analysis discusses photographs 

displayed in loading screens, specific sections of both story and side missions, and the spatial 

narratives present in the campsites which are the home of the Van der Linde gang. In these 

situations, nature transforms into a safe space where emotionally loaded moments can occur 

without outside disturbances. These peaceful moments coincide with nostalgia for the Old West 

when industrialization had not yet spread.   

5.5.1. Loading screens  

Before the player can actively play Red Dead Redemption 2, the game displays a series of 

images during the game’s loading time. These images are stylized to look like photographs 
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taken with a camera which were used during the time period the game is set in. Displaying 

these photographs sets the mood even before the player can enter the game world, and most of 

these photos capture landscapes, animals, and rural frontier settings (Figures 25-29). Together 

with the visual material, the calm, slow-paced music that plays while the photographs are 

shown further emphasizes the theme of wistful nostalgia for the disappearing Old West. The 

loading screen photographs featured below were displayed during various play session and 

were chosen from a pool of twelve photographs. 

 

Figure 25. A collapsed cottage in the Grizzlies (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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Figure 26. Snowy mountains in the northern parts of the map (Image: Red Dead Redemption 

2) 

 

Figure 27. A pioneer traversing the Big Valley region (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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Figure 28. A rock formation next to a rider (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 29. A bird perching on a tree stump near either a building site or collapsed structures 

(Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The subjects featured in the loading screens of Figures 25-29 illustrate nature in various ways 

in relation to human presence. The collapsed cottage in Figure 25 has been left without repairs 

and has crumpled under the weight of snow. The photograph may symbolize the irrelevance of 

humans next to the sheer size and influence of nature’s forces, in this case snow and winter that 

rule over the mountain terrain of the Grizzlies. The imposing winter landscape of this area is 

also seen in the photograph in Figure 26 which features a tall mountain with no signs of human 

influence around its area. The next two photographs in Figures 27 and 28 feature a pioneer and 
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a rider respectively, both traversing across more hospitable landscapes. While nature is still 

very much present in these photographs, these men are the focal points, the subjects that stand 

out. 

The symbolism in the photograph of a small bird perching on a trunk of a chopped tree (Figure 

29) is different depending on what exactly is on the background. From the quality of the 

photograph, it is difficult to determine whether the bird is near a construction site or collapsed 

structures. Be it as it may, the photograph contrasts the small and fragile bird against human 

influence which looms behind the bird. If the structures in question are that of a construction 

site, the photograph could symbolize the eventual decline of nature due to human influence, 

and the small bird represents what will be lost when this process continues and spreads further 

and further. If the structures on the other hand are collapsed buildings, the bird could be 

interpreted as a symbol of nature starting to reclaim its space, as is the case with the collapsed 

cabin in Figure 25. 

The photographs in Figures 25-29 capture the spirit of both the Old and the New West; the 

untouchable nature, nature-centric imagery is interfered by signs of expanding human presence 

and the gradual shift in the dynamic of nature-culture. When human presence is detectable, it 

is in the context of frontier life or abandoned structures in the wild. Industrialization is present 

in Red Dead Redemption 2, but its influence does not fully reach the still-images of life depicted 

in the loading screen photographs. The photographs store the memory of the Old West and 

early frontier life, while the world they are physically situated in shifts and changes, and the 

locations will eventually be influenced by modernization.   

5.5.2. Old West narratives in nature and space 

In the story missions in Red Dead Redemption 2, there is a common and repeating pattern in 

the structures of the missions. It is often required that the player travels from point A to point 

B, either by themselves or accompanied by a non-playable character. In cases where an NPC 

joins the player, the narrative takes an opportunity to offer exposition. Usually, this exposition 

is presented by the characters discussing events that have happened, expressing their personal 

feelings, reflecting their pasts, or bringing up possible concerns about the future. In other 

words, being in nature is presented as a chance for characters to open up, and for the player to 

learn more about them. Most commonly, these types of interactions occur during side missions, 

for instance when members of the Van der Linde gang ask Arthur to take part in various 

activities outside of the camp. In Figure 30 Kieran has asked Arthur to come fishing with him 
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and at the lake, he tells him about how he became an orphan, and in Figure 31, Javier sheds 

light on his tumultuous past in Mexico. 

 

Figure 30. While fishing, Kieran talks about his childhood: “My pappy, mostly. I lost my 

mammy and pappy when I was young, to cholera.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 31. Javier: “Hey, you know… I can’t even return to my home country because the price 

on my head is so big.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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In Chapter 3: Clemens Point, after the gang has relocated further south into Lemoyne, a story 

mission “The New South” includes a segment in which Arthur can go fishing with Dutch van 

der Linde and Hosea Matthews. Dutch and Hosea are the founders of the gang and act as father 

figures to Arthur whom they adopted into the gang when Arthur was fourteen, teaching him 

how to survive as an outlaw (“Arthur Morgan”, n.d.). Up to this moment in the game, there 

have been no missions in which Arthur, Dutch and Hosea interact as a family unit in a 

specifically recreational context. Structurally, the mission itself highlights how challenging it 

is for these characters to actually achieve this interaction, as the plan is derailed by involving a 

call to action which forces Arthur to endanger his life to capture escaped prisoners, and finally 

presenting the moment as something the player can actually choose to ignore. Only by choosing 

to accept Hosea’s second request to go fishing, the moment is reached. 

After the action that derailed the three’s fishing plans, reaching the lake and rowing the boat 

into a good location is framed as a warm and peaceful moment, both between the three 

characters, and for the player themselves. The time of day at this point is close to sunset, which 

reflects on the mirror-clear surface of the lake. Arthur, Dutch, and Hosea banter, tell jokes and 

reminiscence the past, and when it is time to row back to camp, the three sing together (Figures 

32-35). When back ashore, Dutch says: “I know… I always know whenever I got you two by 

my side things are gonna be just fine” (“The New South”, Red Dead Redemption 2, 2018) and 

that the new camp location will be good for all of them (Figure 35). However, after this 

moment, the gang’s well-being and safety will start to gradually decline, and “The New South” 

will be a bittersweet memory in the game’s story.  
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Figure 32. Arthur, Dutch, and Hosea fishing. Hosea: “Should really come here at dawn or 

dusk. That’s when you catch the best fish.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 33. Dutch recounts young Arthur’s fishing trip. Dutch: “Hey Hosea, you remember 

that time we sent Arthur out fishing? He came back with three beautiful bass?” (Image: Red 

Dead Redemption 2) 
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Figure 34. Arthur, Dutch and Hosea singing together while rowing back to Clemens Point. 

All: “Well, we be three poor mariners, newly come from the seas.” (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 35. Dutch reflects on the gang’s new situation: “This place will be good for us.” 

(Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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From a spatial narrative standpoint, the landscape of the mirror-clear lake, the afternoon sun, 

and the undisturbed moment on the fishing trip with Arthur, Dutch and Hosea evoke potential 

for an atmosphere that has significant narrative meaning. In the mission with sequence 

narrative, this instance of spatial narrative emphasizes the former’s symbolism, mood, and the 

familial bond between the three men. The visuals of the late afternoon sun, calm waters and 

lack of danger form an emotionally wholesome and nostalgic interactive experience in the 

game. These aspects become rarer and rarer as the events in the game’s story turn dark and 

desperate. Thus, in addition to the ‘in-the moment’ narrative significance, the spatial narrative 

gains double meaning as ‘the last good moments before the fall’. The early sunset symbolizes 

the upcoming decline of the Van der Linde gang, the end for peaceful respite, and the calm 

before the storm.  

After Clemens Point, the next location where the gang will live is near Saint Denis, an industrial 

port city. Saint Denis is an urban environment with factories, a large and diverse population, 

crime, inequality, and hectic streets. Taking this into consideration the time spent in Clemens 

Point, which is located by the lakeshore, becomes a wistful memory through the spatial 

narrative experienced in “The New South”. The new camp location is also surrounded by 

swamps and alligators. Altogether, each of the camp relocations is a development for the worse 

– except of course the first relocation from Colter to Horseshoe Overlook. Overall, after 

completing Red Dead Redemption 2, the theme of the decline of the Old West becomes 

apparent and discoverable when reflecting on the nostalgia which is embodied in “The New 

South”.  

Nature in Red Dead Redemption 2 assumes all the three ways in which nature has been 

represented in the Western genre: “as an awe-inspiring beauty, foreboding doom, [or] neutral 

to human suffering” (McFarlane, 2019, p. 49). However, perhaps to the most extent, the game 

presents nature as a retreat from grey civilization, as a vast opportunity for exploration, and as 

a spectacle to be admired. Recreational activities such as fishing and photography are fully 

available for the player, and it is an interesting notion to regard Red Dead Redemption 2 as a 

type of exergame which simulates outdoor experiences – only lacking the physical aspect of 

the player actually imitating the motions involved. Most crucially, the game allows the player 

to spend time doing these activities and not limiting them by, for example, setting an inflexible 

limit on how many days the protagonist can spend doing them.  
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Evidently, the frontier spirit is still alive in the way in which the Van der Linde gang lives. To 

Dutch, the Old West represents freedom, and his vision is the thread that ties the gang together. 

The new world is portrayed as a threat by Dutch, something which will subdue human beings 

into blind obedience under the laws of modernization and capitalism. It is also due to the outlaw 

status of the gang that they have to live in camps instead of towns or settlements. Therefore, 

the campsites used throughout the game are a significant point of analysis. The gang goes 

through six campsites during the game, and each symbolizes the state of the gang’s wellbeing 

as well as the tension and struggle that grow the longer the gang is pursued by the law. 

The second campsite, Horseshoe Overlook (Figures 36-37), appears in the second chapter of 

the game when the gang has just survived the freezing mountains of the Grizzlies and 

descended into the spring valley of New Hanover, enjoying a new beginning. The site is on a 

grassy hill overlooking a river valley and the cattle town of Valentine is a close distance away.  

 

Figure 36. Horseshoe Overlook during the day (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 
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Figure 37. Jack looking down into the river valley next to Horseshoe Overlook. Image: Red 

Dead Redemption 2) 

At evenings, members of the gang often gather around a fire to spend time with each other, and 

the player can sit down with the others and listen to the conversations or join in the singing 

(Figures 38-39). Similarly to fishing trips and spending time traversing in nature, these 

campsite moments offer more insight into characters, their attitudes and pasts. 
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Figure 38. Hosea tells how he wanted to be an actor: “Anyway! Anyway, I was a comedian, 

but I wanted to do something serious…drama.” 

 

Figure 39. Arthur singing with others around the campfire: “O Baby, O Baby, I’ve told you 

before.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The time in Horseshoe Overlook represents the ideal of the Old West and, consequently, is the 

most peaceful time for everybody in the Van der Linde gang. The looming threat of the law is 

not as foreboding, the gang is recovering, and the future seems promising as Dutch and Hosea 
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plan how to gather enough money for the gang to disappear and start anew. As the state of the 

gang declines, the new campsites also become more inhospitable, and interestingly enough, 

each is situated closer to industrialized areas where nature is less and less prominent. The fall 

of the gang reaches its final stage in Beaver Hollow which was originally a hideout for the 

Murfree Brood and is close to the coal mines of Annesburg and its polluted waters and smog-

filled air. The Old West and its ideals of freedom, independence and closeness to nature are 

diminished by the New West, which is portrayed as suffocating, foreboding, and opposing 

nature. 

5.6. Close analysis – Exit Pursued by a Bruised Ego 

The last segment of the analysis will center around a main story mission in Red Dead 

Redemption 2 called “Exit Pursued by a Bruised Ego”. This mission was chosen to be closely 

examined because its content encapsulates all of the aspects discussed in this thesis, from 

nature’s prominence and nature-culture dynamic to Old West nostalgia. The mission includes 

elements of nature, such as animals and landscapes that are foregrounded in both the story and 

the space, and it is situated early in the storyline of Red Dead Redemption 2, making it available 

for the player in a relatively short amount of time. The mission can be replayed after completing 

it for the first time. Replaying this mission was the chosen approach as during the first time 

completing “Exit Pursued by a Bruised Ego” screenshots were not taken. Due to this, Arthur 

has a different outfit in Figure 51. In this analytic segment the storyline of the mission is 

introduced, and relevant screenshots are presented in the text to support the analysis. The 

multimodal aspects of gameplay as well as the thematic features of the mission are discussed 

in the context of the mission’s storyline.  

In Chapter Two of Red Dead Redemption 2, Hosea asks Arthur to join him on a bear hunt. The 

call-to-action functions as an immersive introduction to legendary animals. These animals are 

the most valuable animals in the game and hunting them grands Arthur unique cosmetic items 

and substantial profits from selling the pelt to a trapper. Unlike with regular animals, Arthur 

can kill a legendary animal by any means necessary, and the chosen method does not affect the 

quality or the value of the animal’s pelt. Altogether there are fifteen legendary animals in the 

game. While the hunting mechanic is the main component of this mission, the mission starts 

by expanding the mechanic of player-owned horses and unlocks the stables for further horse 

management and customization.  
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The mission begins after approaching and interacting with Hosea at the campsite Horseshoe 

Overlook. Hosea lets Arthur know that he spotted a grizzly bear in nearby wilderness and that 

he wishes to bring Arthur with him on a hunting trip and to get away from camp for a few days. 

Before the two leave, Hosea tells Arthur to put his saddle on a new horse and ride to Valentine 

to sell the said horse. This interaction brings the player to a tutorial on how to remove a saddle 

from their current horse and put it on a new horse. In Figure 40, this game mechanic of 

switching saddles occurs concurrently with the narrative of the mission. Arthur comments that 

he would prefer his current horse better but still complies with Hosea’s request (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40. Example of game mechanics and narration occurring simultaneously in RDR2. 

Arthur states: “Okay, but I do kind of like this horse.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

Contextualizing the tutorial segment provides the player a spatiotemporal reference to the 

actions required of them. This reference informs them of the situations where the information 

they learn in the tutorial is applicable. To switch saddles from one horse to another, they will 

need two horses, a saddle, and a moment in the game where this action can be performed. For 

instance, performing a saddle switch is likely more successful during a peaceful moment 

compared to performing it in the middle of a gun fight. Teaching this mechanic in the beginning 

of the mission at the safe campsite reinforces this concept. Switching saddles can be done in 

case the player finds a horse they wish to acquire in order to be either made their own or sold 

for money. Arthur’s line “Okay, but I do kind of like this horse” (Figure 40) can imply that the 
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player does not have to switch saddles later in the game if they do not want to. However, in the 

tutorial this action is required for the mission to continue.  

The new black horse has an established personality and in Figure 41, Hosea refers to the horse 

as a “big bastard”, implying that the horse might be temperamental and to calm it before it 

panics. This short segment teaches the player how to calm their horse if it becomes agitated. If 

not calmed, the horse will toss Arthur off the saddle and escape the situation. With reference 

to McMahon’s (2010) and Tompkins’ (1992) revisionist analysis on horses in Westerns, the 

emotional displays of Arthur’s new horse are portrayed from a human-centric viewpoint. 

Hosea’s comment gives the impression that the horse’s emotional distress is a nuisance.  

 

Figure 41. Hosea comments on the stubbornness of Arthur’s horse: “Don’t let that big bastard 

get the better of you there, Arthur.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2)  

The size of the horse is large, which adds to the need for the rider to remain in control. It is a 

piece of nature, resisting as it is being tamed. However, its needs are not met – besides Arthur’s 

calming attempts – and it will be sold to the stables in Valentine so that Arthur can buy a better 

horse, one that he himself (and the player) can choose. After requiring a new horse, the game 

cuts to a cinematic segment of Arthur and Hosea navigating the landscape (Figures 42-43). 
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Figure 42. Hosea stops to find the right path during the mission: “Okay, I think we need to 

head right up here.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 43. A cinematic landscape view of the mountainous region where the end of the mission 

takes place (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The transition from Valentine’s cityscape to the untouched nature of the wilderness occurs 

during the cinematic transition portrayed in Figures 42-43. Arthur and Hosea can barely be 

seen in Figure 43. The cinematography of this brief scene emphasizes the yet untouched nature 
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and functions to situate the player into the post-transition context: the characters have left 

human civilization behind and entered the domain of the legendary grizzly bear they are 

pursuing. Imagery such as this corresponds with the iconic Western theme of contrasting 

human fragility and insignificance with a daunting physical environment (McFarlane, 2019, p. 

49). From the perspective of Saxton Brown’s (2014) article on nature and anthropocentrism in 

video games, Arthur and Hosea – although portrayed as insignificant at first – have the intention 

to hunt and kill a wild animal that inhabits the area. The bear’s status as a legendary animal 

grands the environment it lives in a mythical tone, and in the end, after the bear is killed, this 

mythical spirit is exploited and reduced due to human actions. 

After arriving to the lake area where the legendary bear was sighted, Hosea asks Arthur to catch 

a rabbit for dinner. Through dialogue the player learns that different game requires different 

methods of hunting. Hosea states how “[y]ou don’t want to use anything too powerful on a 

small animal like that” (“Exit Pursued by a Bruised Ego”, Red Dead Redemption 2, 2018) to 

advice the player to consider which weapon to use to kill the rabbit. The hunting mechanic was 

introduced earlier in the game and in this mission, these learned skills are iterated. While 

playing, the bow was chosen as there were no other small weapons available in Arthur’s arsenal 

at the time. Next, Arthur skins the rabbit with a quick but strong maneuver (Figure 44). 

 

Figure 44. Arthur skins the rabbit with one quick pull (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The skinning animation depends on which animal Arthur has hunted. The larger the animal, 

the longer the animation. The pelt and the animal carcass can be hoisted on the horse to be sold 
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later or brought to the camp. The animation and the detail of skinning are kept realistic, with 

visible blood and flesh that become exposed after the skin has been removed. 

If the experience of the player is taken into consideration, the detailed skinning animation could 

feel unsettling. While this feeling is subjective from player to player, the situation invites 

discussion on the relationship between modern society and its bond to nature, specifically in 

relation to the source of animal-based products, their consumption, and the awareness of the 

process of how these products come to be. It is a reality that an animal needs to die for its meat 

to be sold, but the processes of the meat industry and the animals used in this industry become 

gradually dissolved the further in the production chain the product goes. The consumer does 

not need to witness the death of the animal personally. Therefore, when tasked to hunt and skin 

an animal in Red Dead Redemption 2, the player might feel uncomfortable. The characters 

themselves do not take note of the possibly gruesome action, it is simply a fact of life that one 

must do such deeds in order to sustain oneself.  

The time period in which Red Dead Redemption 2 is set in – during the years 1899 and 1907 – 

had a different cultural context in the matters of hunting. The game itself has two main 

characters who are closely connected to the nature around them, and who have to find ways to 

survive in the wilderness. To Arthur and John, hunting is one of these methods, and while the 

player can purchase canned food from the stores in towns, these products do not compare to 

the quality and benefits of hunted game. Hunting and skinning are portrayed as a matter-of-

fact part of life to Arthur and John, which is most likely was to the people who lived in rural 

areas during the time period, closer to nature. 

Closeness to nature and the nostalgia for ‘simpler times’ of the Old West – before modern 

living and industries – is apparent in the next scene where Hosea and Arthur prepare for the 

night by choosing a place to camp, cooking the rabbit on an open fire, and discussing 

tomorrow’s bear hunt (Figures 45-46). Throughout the mission Hosea has functioned as a 

paternal figure, advising Arthur on the ways of hunting. From an emotional point of view, 

camping with Hosea in the open wild emphasized emotional connection and enables learning 

more about the character without interruptions from the outside world. Exposition into Hosea’s 

past is given as the two ride to the lakeshore the next morning and he shares how he misses his 

wife who passed away. 
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Figure 45. Hosea asks Arthur to cook the rabbit he caught: “Cook that rabbit then. They’re… 

delicious on an open fire like this.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 46. Arthur and Hosea going to sleep. Hosea: “I wanna be up at first light to find this 

monster.” (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

As they arrive to the lakeshore, Hosea prompts Arthur to investigate the area for bear tracks. 

To find possible clues about the whereabouts of the bear, the game presents another tutorial 
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that teaches the player how to track a legendary animal in its territory (Figure 47). These clues 

are visible when the player activates the Eagle Eye ability which changes the game world into 

black and white and highlights the clues in yellow color. In Figure 47, the yellow particles 

indicate a discoverable clue. 

 

Figure 47. Using Eagle Eye to discover legendary animal tracks in the wild (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

At this point in the mission, the mood has become tense and expectant. Already last night, 

Hosea had referred to the legendary bear as a “monster” (Figure 46). The music in the 

background has changed to convey this mood-switch and the buildup for the legendary bear 

encounter begins. Each clue that Arthur and Hosea find lead them further away from the 

lakeshore and into a rocky mountain site near the border of the surrounding forest. At this stage 

of the mission Hosea asks Arthur to mix fish and berries into a potent predator bait which 

attracts pristine predators in the vicinity. The bait is set near some rocks that Arthur and Hosea 

hide behind while waiting for the bear to appear. However, the tension affects Hosea, and he 

needs to inspect the bait almost immediately to ensure it is placed properly. But when he gets 

to the bait, the mission transitions into a cutscene where the legendary bear suddenly emerges 

from the forest and catches the hunters by surprise (Figure 48). 
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Figure 48. The legendary bear makes its first appearance (Image: Red Dead Redemption 2) 

The bear has a scarred face, and it stares intently at Arthur and Hosea, who has frozen in place. 

The cutscene quickly switches into a red and orange-hued Dead Eye targeting mode (Figure 

49). which slows down time and allows the player to place multiple shots at enemies which 

then fire in rapid succession after the targeting mode ends. In this instance the game 

automatically activates the Dead Eye, and it is up to the player to place the shots. The mode 

does not last long and once it ends, the bear is most likely still alive, and the player has to keep 

firing in order to kill it (Figure 50). The shots fired in this instance of gameplay were not enough 

to kill it, and it ran away back into the forest. 
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Figure 49. The Dead Eye activates, and Arthur reaches for his revolver (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

 

Figure 50. Dead Eye ends and the game prompts the player to keep shooting the bear (Image: 

Red Dead Redemption 2) 

After the scene ends and the bear has escaped, Arthur and Hosea recover from the shock and 

the player can decide whether they wish to return to Horseshoe Overlook with Hosea or stay 

in the wild to try and catch the bear again. In this playthrough, it was chosen that Arthur stays.  
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When examining the framing of the bear encounter – Arthur and Hosea are caught by surprise 

by the indominable grizzly – it is revealed how the bear is antagonized. It is the main adversary 

in the mission and opposes a potentially deadly challenge to be overcome. Multimodally, the 

bear’s role as a dangerous and aggressive animal comes across in the ways Hosea talks about 

it, how it is portrayed, how the game presents the bear and how even on a textual level, the bear 

is portrayed as a violent creature. Firstly, the bear has a large scar running across its face, 

indicating that it has been in fights either against other predators or humans – or both. 

Displaying the word “bear” in red color in Figure 50 associates the symbolism of the said color 

with the bear: blood, aggression, and danger. The bear also attacks supposedly unprovoked 

when Arthur and Hosea are only inspecting the bait, although a reason for the attack could be 

that it was simply protecting its territory in which the two men are intruding.  

 

Figure 51. The carcass of the legendary bear after it has been skinned. (Image: Red Dead 

Redemption 2) 

The legendary bear stays relatively close to the area where the end of the mission occurred. 

The player can track it again and engage in another fight against it. The bear almost managed 

to kill Arthur on this playthrough of the mission, mauling him severely, which explain the 

amount of blood on Arthur’s back in Figure 51. The violent encounter does not leave permanent 

scars on Arthur however, and the blood washes away eventually. In a manner of speaking, the 

encounter is only a passing painful experience for Arthur, but deadly for the bear. Arthur’s 

impact on the bear is final, while the bear did not impact him at all in the long run. If Arthur 
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sells the pelt to a trapper, the trapper says: “Oh, I know those scars anywhere. Looks like 

Bharati met his match, huh? My congratulations” (“Legendary Bharati Grizzly Bear”, n.d.). 

While the first portion of “Exit Pursued by a Bruised Ego” portrays nature as a beautiful and 

breathtaking environment, the latter part – when the grizzly bear is being hunted – evokes 

frontier myths of legendary and deadly predators in the man vs. nature narrative. The battle-

scarred Bharati is a fearsome opponent to Arthur and Hosea, embodying the forces of nature 

that threaten humans, making them fight for their own survival.  

6. Discussion 

In Red Dead Redemption 2, the dynamic of nature-culture and the historical context of societal 

development are thoroughly present in the narrative, in spatial narratives, themes, construction 

of space and gameplay mechanics. These elements are interwoven into a nuanced experience 

which has presented fruitful angles for analysis. Overall, based on the findings of this thesis, 

Red Dead Redemption 2 depicts nature and culture as separate entities, the latter seeking to 

overcome the former via industrialization and the modernization of the society, as in the late 

19th century United States. Nature on the other hand is associated with respite, freedom and 

simplicity, features which busy cities and the growth of capitalism do not possess in the world 

of Red Dead Redemption 2. This juxtaposition portrays how the New West is the antithesis of 

the Old West and what it represents: freedom, individualism, and the allure of the frontier. 

Narratively, the Old West adheres to Romantic views of nature. 

The values of the Old West are embodied by the protagonist Arthur Morgan and the Van der 

Linde gang he belongs to. The modern world is seeking to destroy the gang which – oftentimes 

desperately – clings to the past. Through various means such as the journal, the game portrays 

Arthur as a person who prefers nature over civilization. In the end, the New West overcomes 

the old, a theme symbolized by the death of Arthur Morgan. However, a question can be 

presented whether the juxtaposition of nature-culture would have been affected if the 

protagonist were someone else through whose eyes the game was played.  

This thesis has many future prospects, such as studying the historical context of the time Red 

Dead Redemption 2 depicts, and the possible effects of the context in which the game was 

made. The contemporary context of the current times is addressed in some detail in the analysis 

of modern Westerns, yet there is a lack of in-depth discussion on how these elements show in 

Red Dead Redemption 2. Additionally, some parts of the analysis – mainly the section 

discussing horses – only take into an account the revisionist point of view. Furthermore, spatial 
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analysis of the campsite locations the Van der Linde gang has throughout the game could be 

extended, as campsites are where Arthur rests and interacts with other members of the gang.  

Each focus area in the present thesis could produce a thesis of its own. This particular thesis 

could be viewed as a stepping-stone for future in-depth studies on the aspects of nature, 

Westerns, and the nature-culture dynamic in Red Dead Redemption 2, as well as spatial 

narratives and player agency and interaction within its virtual space. Furthermore, the role of 

animals in video games is discussed in this text and the topic has significant potential on its 

own. What this thesis has attempted to do is to discover the links between all these individual 

topics and portray how multifaceted Red Dead Redemption 2 is in representing these features; 

they are present in photographs, on maps, in the compendium, in NPC dialogue and 

interactions, in story missions and in spatial narratives.  

However, the multifaceted analysis successfully addresses the complexities, ambiguities, and 

contradictions in the representation of nature in Red Dead Redemption 2. Nature is 

romanticized but at the same time, exploited, and multiple perceptions are available, including 

the player’s own. The man vs. nature narrative portrays nature as an antagonistic force, yet 

nature is also a safe haven for Arthur Morgan. Furthermore, nature is also an independent entity 

of its own, existing legitimately without human interests, which can be seen in interactions 

between animals for instance. Representations of nature shift depending on the context, and 

there is no single form or role that nature is reduced to in Red Dead Redemption 2.  

 

7. Conclusion 

 

The holistic view on the representation of nature in Red Dead Redemption 2 has shown that 

nature possesses various qualities, including beauty, respite, adventure, danger and power. 

Thus, RDR 2 adheres to all of the ways in which nature can be represented in Westerns, while 

commentating on the importance of nature preservation and the negative effects of 

industrialization in the late 19th century US. Through spatial narratives, themes and 

interactions, Red Dead Redemption 2 offers a mainly Romantic portrayal of nature as a mirror 

to one’s authentic and individual self. This is apparent in, for example, the protagonist Arthur 

Morgan’s characterization as a person who prefers the solace of nature to the hectic atmosphere 

of cities. His journal contains drawings of animals and locations, and other characters open up 

to him emotionally when traversing nature. 
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The game also contains features that may be interpreted as nature exploitation, such as hunting. 

However, these activities are framed as something the player themselves can choose to 

participate in, while being offered incentives to hunt only when necessity demands it. 

Exploitation of nature and animal cruelty are associated with antagonistic characters, but the 

player is not directly prevented from hunting in excess. Horses are the main means of 

transportation and their existence in the game leans towards functional purposes, rather than 

care and appreciation. Lastly, the conflicted shift from the times of the Old West to New West 

is symbolized in Arthur Morgan’s character, who dies in the end of the main portion of the 

game.   
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